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About This Game

I need to save myself and fly home, there's my wife and children. They are waiting for me, but I'm stuck on this planet ... Will
you help me to get out of here?

My missions are:
1. Destroy the monsters in my path, who do not like me.

2. Activate rescue beacons.
3. Destroy the dragon, which will not let me leave the planet.

4. Take the trophies.
5. Do not forget to buy а toilet paper, otherwise your wife will not let you go home.

* A lot of unique monsters!
* Dynamic and hurricane music!
* Grenades of the last generation!

* Different game locations!
* Game achievements!
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Title: Super Punchman
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mugle Studio
Publisher:
Mugle Studio
Release Date: 9 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space
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Atmospheric game with excellent setting. Good graphics and soundtrack. But a lot of bugs and poor optimization. I'm waiting
for corrections!. I love the game, but players are scarce. Please more players!. A good game with good graphics but you need
fine movement to be able to get through some of the puzzles, sadly I found this to difficult early on the game and could progress
no further. A pity.. There are better options than this game. Even on a powerful PC, it doesn't run especially smoothly, and the
only events worth playing get old after a while. It's a blast for the first few hours, but it starts to show its rough edges very
quickly.. Elementary My Dear Majesty is a pleasant enough game. It's simplistic, the graphics are pleasant and colourful,
although dated, and it has enough depth to keep you clicking for a while. It isn't a hidden object game in the normal adventure
format, although you do have to find hidden items, so don't expect that. The style is quaint and sometimes amusing. The plot has
you on the hunt for a princess who's been taken by aliens, on which journey you'll pass through a number of themed worlds
completing tasks.

There are some glitches. The view controls are counter-inuituve. I lost count of how many times I moved the wrong way as the
controls seem reversed to me. There is also a consistent problem with the totals of items you need to find. At least one item had
the wrong count in almost every scene. It manifests itself as the counter not decrementing when you find certain objects.

Grab it on sale if you need something simple to while away a few hours or for the kids to play. For under a quid, you can't go
wrong. 6/10.. Great little choose-your-own-adventure game, very worth the small price. The art style looks nice, and the writing
got more than a few chuckles out of me. There are even nice atmospheric touches like changing the look of the tavern as the
game progresses and giving you new music about halfway through (to give you a break from the track you've probably been
playing for the past half hour).

It took me two playthroughs and a little over an hour and a half to figure out how to get to the end of the story, but there are
several factions you can focus on, so I'll probably play through it a few more times just to see more of the dialogues. If you find
you're stuck, use the "management" mode instead of story mode. It'll show the rewards of all possible actions, so you can make
better decisions about how to build the stats you need.
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I highly recommend this for twin-stick shooter or just general arcade-style game fans. Even if you aren't such a person, you may
find this game fun because of the unique aesthetic and relatively forgiving difficulty curve. I cleared the game on normal mode
in about an hour (on my second try, if that gives you an idea of the difficulty of clearing it), but there's plenty more to do in
climbing the leaderboards and going for a higher score, leveling up your craft, and going for all the various achievements.

I like this game for a few primary reasons - its challenging without being frustrating, has entertaining and unique visuals, and has
great audio (music and sound effects and overall sound design) to go along with those visuals.

It's challenging in that you can push yourself to go for a higher score but it's not punishingly hard. Visually, there's a lot going
on, but once you figure out the behavior of the enemies you're up against, you can use that to avoid damage and quickly take
them out. You'll eventually get a feel for what the important projectiles are that you should look at. And you don't always need
to aim at enemies - there's an autofire button which automatically shoots at targets. It's great for when there's just too much stuff
on the screen and you're not sure what's harmful and what isn't.

The audio and visuals are very unique and quite polished. I was pleasantly surprised just at the variety of music. A lot of indie
games or arcade-style games will make the mistake of having music that's loud and distracting and only having a small amount
of it. The music certainly has a presence in this game but it's balanced in a way so as to not be distracting and there's a great
variety of it. Visually, there's just a lot going on and I think the overall aesthetic is really cool.. The story seems pretty good so
far, the game is difficult if you want it to be or it can be easier, depending on your preference. It has a tactical rpg set up where
you place monsters on a board to battle waves of oncoming monsters. Luckily, it has a pause button(can be turned off if you
want more difficulty), so you can strategize more easily without rushing. The dev(s) is a good one, who cares and listens to fans.
It has good music, and nice backgrounds. Give this a try if you want a nice tactical tower defense rpg. ---Side note, I like the
main male guy Seven, lol. He is pretty cool. I hope Seven gets a chance to be a playable character in one of the Winged Sakura
games.. Due to the gaming market being so competitive these days I would not recommend this game due to its crashing and
substantial flaws. It's a shame as it had so much potential.

At first I fell in love with this game. Its charming aesthetic knew no bounds. Its fantastic graphics, sound (though I could have
done with a few more music tracks) and humour was an absolute delight. Once I played more that veneer started to fade.

In the 3hrs I put into this game it has crashed to desktop 13 times before I eventually quit. This is my biggest issue with the
game.
Some people have it even worse, being unable to launch the game. Perhaps I need an Alienware PC like the splash screen states
/s .

Each level is basically a maze, planning out the order of steps you make. It is quite trial and error.
This game is all about getting the loot. If you just want to finish the level, it won't take you long at all but you also won't get
much enjoyment.
The game is tiled based. It is quite fluid and smooth moving between the tiles; so much so you sometimes hold an arrow key
down for too long, miss-step, and have to restart the whole level. Infact, miss-stepping once often means failure of being able to
collect all loot and restarting the whole level. A dedicated restart button would have been nice, but doing it through the menu is
quite fast.
I think this game would benefit GREATLY from a "last-step undo" button. Nothing too serious, just something to let you
go backwards 1 move, to remove most annoying restarts, especially on large levels.

The balloon enemies that harass your bird are purely an annoyance and don't stop you finishing the level. I wish the enemy was
removed as it does nothing to difficulty, just annoys you. The bird often gets stuck on parts of the level. What started off as a
charming gameplay aspect got annoying and I started only using the bird when necessary.

I completed half the game in about 3hrs before I quit so I can't imagine it is too long. It would have been a good bite sized
experience.

The world Fatshark had created had the appearance of being quite polished, a good basis for a stellar game. Unfortunately the
lack of developer updates to fix crashes and what appears to be game design oversights ruins the game. As much as I wanted to
contiune for the world. I could not play any further.. Remember porn sites in the 90's? Remember the fun of trying to fire off
some knuckle children while closing all the pop-up windows? Welcome to Pornless 90's Porn Site Simulator 2018!!!
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Seriously though. You close random blank pop-up windows, build up points, unlock achievements. Pointless, even for
achievement hunters like myself using an auto-clicker.. This is a really simple game. You have two directions you can throw
balls at this spinning wheel, which will bounce them back to the walls, which change color. You have to hit the correct color and
avoid the bad colors. It's basically a 2 button game. There isn't much to it, so it gets old and boring quickly. Don't bother..
Broken Reality is an excellent game.
The visuals are amazing and the music is incredible, i like the little story thats in it and the puzzles were perfect not to hard but
not to easy. Broken reality has the perfect vaporwave weirdo feel and i love it and i hope the developers can make a second one
in the future or something. its a really good program, allthough it tends to crash on me once every hour or so. It can be annoying
if you are lazy on the saving but its a top notch video editor.. Woohoo!

My kids and me had a blast from the first second. Now let's get another controller, so we can smash all family members into the
next sun, simultanously!. Not a bad demo for whatever the full game might be. The story is, so far, pretty simple, but engaging
and fun regardless.

Had some issues when collecting bolts that resulted in some pretty nasty frame rate drops, but I'd be inclinded to buy the full
game.

Worth at lest trying.. Great Survival Game, using a diferent but still pretty solid approach to the genre.
Good Multiplayer experience.
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